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Message	from	the	Chair.	
Dear Friends, 

I signed off my message in July by looking forward to your company in Westgate Gardens, 
Canterbury for the u3a picnic on 13 July. 

Then Covid-19 struck, forcing me to stay away. This was my first personal experience with Covid-19 
and it is not pleasant, as many of you will know. I tested positive for eleven days and did not have the 
energy to do anything. There seems little we can do to avoid this latest wave of the pandemic. Please 
let me know, if you need any help or support, if you also succumb. 

The happy and positive news this month, of course, is the launch of the new Courses Programme. 
This is a remarkable achievement for an organisation run solely by volunteers. Canterbury u3a is 
indebted to the Courses Team: Ursula Steiger, Angela Tippett, and Jane Dennett, who have developed 
an amazing programme spanning a wide variety of interests and tastes. We are also indebted to the 
enthusiastic tutors / course leaders who make a huge personal contribution of time and unsung effort 
to prepare and host the courses.  

Take care and stay safe in the ongoing heatwaves. 
Robin Terry 

༓		༓		༓		༓		༓	
Important	Information	and	Dates	
A reminder that we do not have a monthly meeting in August 

Next	monthly	meeting:	2 p.m. on Wednesday 14 September at St. Mary Bredin, Nunnery Fields. 
Veronica King will talk about Life as a Private Investigator. 

Other important monthly meeting dates are to be found on your yellow membership card. 

The	Canterbury	Festival	runs between 15 October and 5 November. Don’t forget to consult this 
year’s amazing programme and book your tickets. Two u3a groups, Acoustic Americana and Singing for 
Pleasure, will be taking part in the Beautiful Noise event on Saturday 15 October. More about that in the 
September Bulletin. 

༓		༓		༓		༓		༓	
Fishslab	Gallery,		
Fish	’n’	Fusion	
11	Oxford	Street,	Whitstable.	CT5	1DB.		
10	–15	August,	10	a.m.	to	5	p.m.	

Four Canterbury U3A members will be 
exhibiting at the Fishslab Gallery during 
August. Liz Verier will be selling some of 
her beautiful fused glass, Helen Nattrass 
her lino cuts, Olga Taylor her fabulous 
jewellery—much of it made with sea glass 
and used coffee capsules—and I will have 
some bits and pieces like this fish. 

 Sheila Miller 
 

༓		༓		༓		༓		༓	



 

 

Summer	Activities		
A number of members attended the 

session on Dreams in Psychology and Art 
run by Rona Hodges and Caroline 
Finucane and reported that they 
experienced a stimulating and thought-
provoking afternoon.  

༓  ༓      ༓  ༓ 

Some members of Bob Ridges’ Italian course braved the extreme heat and  
met for lunch. We had an enjoyable time—thanks, Chris, for arranging it! 

༓		༓		༓		༓		༓	
Have	you	got	Something	to	Share?	

Members of u3a Canterbury will be aware of the exciting and wide-ranging courses and activities 
that will be on offer from September onwards. As ever, we are extremely grateful to our tutors and 
leaders many of whom have given their time and expertise for many years. Some of them would 
welcome a rest but do not want to let members down and diminish their learning choices.  

This is where you come in. We are arranging an informal meeting with coffee/tea and nice cakes in 
the autumn for those of you who might have a hobby, skill or passion you could think about sharing 
with other members. There are different ways in which courses can be set up and run and the ‘tutor 
and group’ model is only one of them. Leaders are able to choose how they would like to share their 
material with others and we will support them in every possible way.  

We will publish further details such as date, time and venue of the meeting in the September 
Bulletin. Please think seriously about helping us in the future. If you want to talk about any of the 
issues mentioned sooner, please do not hesitate to contact me either by email 
ursulae@btinternet.com, or by phone 07761811961 or 01227 711536. Thank you very much.  

༓		༓		༓		༓		༓	
Book	Review	
Bad actors out-stumbled by slow horses: Bad Actors by Mick Herron. 

Politics is indeed a dangerous game, whether near Westminster’s centre or unceremoniously being 
swung by an ankle around it. ‘Bad Actors’ is the eighth novel in Mick Herron’s Slough House series; it 
was a delight to read. Many of the crew remain in play from earlier stories, though not all: the danger 
is very real, even for a failed spook consigned to the outer fringes as a ‘slow horse’. The storyline itself 
is every bit as convincing as the earlier novels, although the subtleties—the insider’s observations—
require a passing knowledge of what went before. It’s worth the effort in my opinion: read the 
previous seven novels, in order, and allow yourself to become as close an observer as the bricks and 
grime of Slough House evidently are. (The first two are now reincarnated as TV series by one of the 
internet streaming services—unfortunately, one of several subscriptions that I don’t pay.) Although a 
work of fiction, the acerbic references to the contemporary elected and unelected political figures that 
haunt the story are but thinly disguised: you’ll smile or frown as you read them depending on your 
own persuasions; either way, they provide the warp of the plot. The Slow Horses typically approach 
their lives and plummeted careers with as much aplomb as they would display trying to eat a plate of 
oiled spaghetti using a chopstick, but that’s never been enough to define their impact. Whether by 
accident or by design, working together or in-fighting, they nevertheless change the direction of events 
and provide the colourful weft to the author’s story-weaving. On a personal note, one measure of the 
pleasure I have taken in reading a book is the number of page corners turned down to mark a phrase 
or idea I might plunder when losing myself in a bit of creative writing. In this case, there are many. I 
was particularly struck by the author’s use of metaphor and simile, and have already started a short 
exercise along similar lines . . . Bob Newport 



 

 

Note that we do not include personal details in this web version of the bulletin. You 
will need to refer to the copy sent to you by email or by post for them. 
 
U3A	Summer	Walks	2022	
Tuesday 2 August at 10:30. There is one place left on this walk. 
A 4½-mile circular walk from Victory Wood, Dargate Road, Yorkletts. Nearest Postcode: CT5 3AH. 
GRID REFERENCE TR086627. Nearest bus stop is on Barn Close in Yorkletts.  
Victory Wood was planted between 2005 and 2008 to mark the 200th anniversary of Britain’s victory 
at the Battle of Trafalgar. Various features relating to the battle have been created, such as sculptures 
and groves representing each ship in the British fleet. We shall walk through Ellenden Wood and Tong 
Wood to the viewpoint at the top, and back past the old nuclear bunker.  
TO BOOK A PLACE please contact walk leader Janet Batson. 

༓  ༓      ༓  ༓	
Wednesday 3 August at 11.00. There are 4 places left on this walk. 
A 2-mile amble with no stiles around Church Wood (part of Blean Woods RSPB nature reserve).  
MEET at road entrance to Church Wood, Rough Common Road, Rough Common, Canterbury CT2 9DD 
or in the car park (donations welcomed). Bus stops on A290: Canterbury to Whitstable.   
TO BOOK YOUR PLACE please contact the walk leader: Shirley Smith and leave a contact number. 

༓  ༓      ༓  ༓	
Thursday 18 August at 10:30 
6 miles. Lower Rowling, Knowlton, Heronden, Eastry CT13 0FZ.  
Quiet country lanes, fields, no stiles or steep hills. 
MEET in front of Infinitea Tea Room. Bus 81 to Eastry; the closest stop to Infinitea is the Old Hospital 
bus stop, Mill Lane.  FREE CAR PARK in Eastry next to the Beacon View veterinary surgery. 
Please RSVP by 13 August if you’d like to stay for refreshments at Infinitea after the hike (a traditional 
British café, owned by a mother / daughter team, with lovely homemade cakes!). 
CONTACT Ponda Thomas. 

༓  ༓      ༓  ༓	
Saturday 20 August at 1.30 pm 
4 mile circular walk and cream tea in Chartham  
MEET in the free car park at Chartham Village Hall, Station Road, CT4 7JA (opposite the church) ready to 
leave at 1.30 p.m. for a 4-mile walk in Chartham.  
The walk is fairly level apart from a flight of about 10 steps followed by 3 short steep hills (which we 
will take at a slow pace). There are a couple of stiles. At the end of the walk, cream teas will be served 
at St Mary’s Church (£5).  
TO BOOK YOUR PLACE on the walk, please email Ruth Harling telling me if you would like to book a cream 
tea. 

༓  ༓      ༓  ༓	
Wednesday 24 August at 11:00. This walk is identical to the 3 August walk above. 

༓  ༓      ༓  ༓	
Thursday 1 September at 10:30 
6-mile circular walk starting from The Street, Worth, near Sandwich CT14 0DF.  
MEET by the village pond.  
We shall walk over the golf course to the beach and return through Sandwich. 
TO BOOK YOUR PLACE please contact the walk leader, Penny Stevens (from 1 August onwards) and leave a 
contact number. 

༓  ༓      ༓  ༓	
Tuesday 20 September at 10:30 
4 miles, approximately 2 hours. Circular walk through Westbere village and around the beautiful 
Westbere Lakes, flat with one very low stile; can be muddy in places. A wide variety of birds to spot, so 



 

 

binoculars an asset. Meet at The George and Dragon, King Street, Fordwich CT2 0DB. The car park can 
be used only if you intend using the pub at the end of the walk for coffee / lunch. Otherwise, local on-
street parking is available. Buses from Canterbury to Sturry stop regularly on A28, en route to Herne 
Bay / Margate / Ramsgate. 
To book your place please contact the walk leader, Chris Cayley and leave a contact number. 

༓  ༓      ༓  ༓      ༓  ༓      ༓  ༓	
Our thanks go to all the Walk Leaders and their coordinator Pam Godden. 

If any member has a walk they would like to share, please contact the 
Walks Co-ordinator Pam Godden: p.j.godden@btinternet.com 

༓		༓		༓		༓		༓	
Last	Chance	for	Leonardslee:	The trip to Leonardslee Lakes and Gardens advertised in the 
July Bulletin still has two places available. 

༓		༓		༓		༓		༓	
Quiz	
This is a real miscellany quiz—not a theme in sight! 
 1 Who succeeded Peter Hall as artistic director of The Royal Shakespeare Company in 1968? 
 2 What in Italian wine terminology is a ‘fiasco’? 
 3 What was Madhur Jaffrey’s profession before she became well known for her books and TV series 

on Indian Cuisine? 
 4 Which film star, when asked what she wore in bed, replied ‘Chanel Number Five’? 
 5 The town council of which French city refused to erect Auguste Rodin’s bronze statue of The 

Burghers? 
 6 What did the nineteenth century French physicist Foucault prove with the invention of his 

pendulum? 
 7 What is the pen name of Mary Ann Evans? 
 8 What did Achille Gaggia invent in 1945? 
 9 What do the initials BMW (in respect of cars) stand for? 
 10 Who used to deliver famous one-liner insults such as ‘I never forget a face, but in your case I’ll be 

glad to make an exception’? 
 11 What does the Italian word precipitevolissimevolmente mean? 
 12 At which London Museum can you see the Map Room and the Transatlantic Telephone Room? 

༓		༓		༓		༓		༓	
Course	Bookings	for	2022–23	
Thank you to the many hundreds of you who persevered with our new booking system and have been 
able to book courses.  

There have been one or two teething troubles, so if you are in any doubt about whether or not a 
booking you have made has been accepted, please contact me on ca@u3acanterbury.org.uk. It has 
become clear that it is very easy to book the wrong course inadvertently, especially if you have a touch 
screen so we suggest that you remember to check the details in the box. Select ‘bookings’ before 
pressing ‘BOOK’. 

Members who have had problems logging in or in making bookings and have made contact have 
either been helped to set up their password or I have been able to make their bookings for them.  
Our members who do not use email have largely been able to book the courses they wanted, and 
should by now have received postal confirmations. 

This has been a steep learning curve for the Courses Team and we have valued your patience and 
support.  

Thank you,   Angela Tippett, Course Administrator 

 


